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this country have someone in Washington who wants
the best for us rather than their own pocket book and
special interests.
Lander keeps growing. Our brand new Holiday Inn
Express opened for New Years and a huge new
Safeway with a Starbuck’s, a deli and lots of organic
food will open in March. I wonder if it is because we
now have three casinos in the area. The old one in
Riverton did not close when the big new one opened
and now there is the Shoshoni Rose at Fort Wasaki.
They are all small, but seem to keep quite busy. What
ever is bringing business seems to be a strong incentive
for expansion.

We have made it through the first month of 2010 and
now we enter the month that is dedicated to love.
Happy Valentine’s Day to all of you! May you find all
of the joy, peace and fulfillment that love can bring.
As I write this we still have several inches of snow on
the ground and more is expected any day. But right
now it is bright and sunny and there is a lot of dripping
off the roof.
Revelations are occurring every where. Clarity is a
friend, an ally and at times difficult to face as we move
deeper into the changes that “will not go away”. Haiti
seems to be one of the biggest revelations lately. So
many bureaucratic limitations are being brought to
light. The military’s fear of dealing with the people that
they are there to help and all the mixed messages from
media and government are everywhere. We must
meet all of these issues within ourselves and it can be
overwhelming. Then we have the revelation of all of
the misconduct of stars, athletes and politicians that is
coming to the surface. Personally, I appreciate the
open, forth-right presentation of our president, who
has overcome Washington protocol and is being both
clear and direct in his approach to the Old Order. I
feel that for the first time in a long time the people of

St. Germain’s message of Love gets stronger with each
group or Evening with St. Germain that he does. He
seems to just flood everyone with the magik of Love.
We filmed the first of the “Know Thyself” series last
week and it is very powerful. St. Germain spoke about
how to know ourselves internally by loving and
understanding our organs—kidneys, liver, heart and
lungs—and appreciating the mystical, metaphysical
aspects as well as the purely physical effects that these
organs have on us. I am very blessed to be a part of
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this process even though it can, at times, make me
very aware of my human limitations.
I am dealing with the cancer on a daily basis. I have
done some very intense wholistic procedures and plan
to go back to the doctor next month. It has been a
challenge to find that the cancer is still there. It has
been four years since I was first diagnosed. I still feel
good and have a strong desire to integrate this
opportunity for growth. I find that one of my greatest
challenges is my own old belief systems. It is amazing
how entrenched we get without even being aware that
we have done so. The general lack of self value and
self esteem that is fundamental in the society is being
revealed all of the time, along with the belief in
limitation that is seems to be considered “just the way
it is”. It is so refreshing to see people come out of
extreme situations with a smile on their face and the
ability to reach for the best again and again. There is a
lot of inspiration that is shining through the chaos of
these times. Yea!
Again, Love to all in this month of focus on love. May
the essence of Love be with us all of the time.
Rainbow Center News
Our next group, “The Goddesses on Integrity” will be
February 14 at the Rainbow Center, 4th & Lincoln in
Lander.
CD’s can be purchased on the website at
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/2010groups.html
St. Germain brings the second of the “Know Thyself”
series “The Desire Nature” in February.
Both CD’s and DVD’s of the twelve virtues are
available. If you purchase the set of six of the “Know
Thyself” series you get the sixth one free.
To order CD’s or DVD’s
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/evenings.html
Our next intensive, “Questing into the Mysteries of
Love: Finding Your Way to Joy!” will be Saturday,
May 8, 10 am-6pm & Sunday, May 9, 1-6 pm at the
Rainbow Center for the Humanities, 4th & Lincoln in
Lander. The Evening “Playing with Faeries” will be
Friday, May 7, 8-10 pm.

ASTROLOGY
NEW MOON
This months New Moon falls in the sign of Aquarius.
We experience the Moon’s cycles and each month
there is a New Moon. What we don’t always consider
is that even though it is the New Moon again the
essence, energy and message from month to month is
quite different. This New Moon cojoins Chiron and
Neptune highlighting the healing, unifying energies
and urging us to surrender the illusions that keep us in
war and fear. We are being pushed, prodded and
pulled to integrate the Cosmic message of love. This
New Moon tells us again “You are loved, loving and
beloved”. The scope of this knowledge is so powerful
that it cannot help but get through even the toughest of
facades to reach the wounded heart of the “Wounded
Healer”.
Chiron, the wounded healer, was discovered in 1977.
Its placement natally and by transit offers both a
diagnosis and a potential remedy. It can indicate
where we have gotten separated from our connection
with the God self and how we can assist others by the
healing of ourselves. Chiron in Aquarius brings the
cure that we do not have to choose between being our
true self and acceptability. In our authenticity we can
find gratification and synergy with others. Synergy is
defined as “the some total is greater than any one of its
parts”. As we embrace who we are we no longer are
forced to compete for a place in the world. That place
has always been there waiting for us to discover it.
Chiron and Neptune, the archetype of unity, only
cojoin every 57 to 80 years. The last conjunction was
at the end of World War II. This conjunction lasts
from 2007 to 2014 and it continues to redefine
community, commerce and cooperation.
Every time there is a new discovery in physics or
astronomy, there is a correspondent advance in the
collective consciousness. Neptune is the planet most
associated with these subtle changes that make
quantum leaps in our reality. Though Neptune is
invisible to the naked eye it was discovered by its effect
on Uranus. The fact that this New Moon and the
Neptune-Chiron conjunction occur within one degree
of the placement of Neptune at its discovery can
inspire new social and spiritual ideals. It also suggests
that the planet is ready for humanitarian efforts and a
greater sense of equality.
Venus, the lower octave of Neptune, cojoins Jupiter in
Pisces and brings a more powerful sense of Faith, trust
and consideration of others. This conjunction creates
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a Yod or Finger of God (150 degrees) with Saturn in
Libra and Mars in Leo decreeing a shift in attitude and
direction. Consider the tools that you possess within
your self. What is your passion and how is it
attempting to come through your heart and your
hands at this time?
The Sabian symbol for this New Moon at 26 degrees
Aquarius admonishes us to make sure we are
harnessing our power: “A garage man testing a car’s
battery with a hydrometer; skill in applying knowledge
of natural laws to the solution of everyday problems
resulting from life in our technological society.” We
are moving closer to the potential of allowing these
divine laws to guide our mundane affairs and lift us to
heights that have been unimaginable up to now. Love
is the light that has shown the way throughout time.
Once again it will guide us surely and truly if we will
allow.
FULL MOON
In the midst of a crisis of consciousness we are
experiencing a spiritual revolution. Our political
system, the natural disasters around the world, the
strife in all places and lives is requiring us to move
from fear to faith, judgment to acceptance and from
the love of power to the power of Love. This Full
Moon in Virgo reminds us that we are a part of the
Divine All. We are called to rekindle the spark of
God which has been dimmed by greed, lies,
misinterpretation and political misdirection. In the
insanity of the outer world we are buffeted by the
storms of conflict. We must find the safe haven within
to remember what is true, what is important and what
is eternal.
This is the second of five SuperMoons this year and it
powerfully affects the tides and the human psyche. It
can wipe the slate clean and close the doors to what
was so that the only way we can move is forward, even
if we feel that we cannot see where we are going.
Pisces is the final sign of the zodiac, the alpha and
omega of the Cosmos. It is Pisces that shows us that
even though the drop of water seems to be separate
the ocean is comprised of billions of drops of water,
all united in oneness. Jupiter joins the Sun at the Full
Moon bring a focus on the spiritual truth that
everything and everyone are connected. Prior to the
discovery of Neptune Jupiter was the traditional ruler
of Pisces. Jupiter is the planet that represents the
home of the Masters. Jupiter’s close contact with this
Full Moon compels us to transcend the bounds of

previous religious and societal enculturation. What do
you know and what do you believe? Are you observing
life through the keyhole of fear? Are you willing to
look through, even step through the open door of
Love? Are the beliefs of our linage enrichment to our
lives and relationships or do they bind us to fear and a
feeling of powerlessness? Jupiter will be transiting
Pisces for most of 2010, expanding our concepts of
metaphysical worlds and deepening our sensitivity and
respect for life in all of its forms.
When Venus and Uranus conjunct in Pisces, we have
the energy of unconditional love and the power of
Divine revelation. This cosmic combination
encourages tolerance and compassion. It brings
amazing insight and inspiration to artists, writers,
musicians and anyone who desires to consult the
Muses.
The Moon in Virgo can assist us to live our ideals
through kindness and service. This blended with the
generosity of Jupiter, the grace of Venus, the genius of
Uranus and the divine awareness of the Sun opens us
to levels of beingness that we have only dreamed of to
this point. The Sabian symbols call for unity and faith
in our inner knowing. For the Moon at 10 Virgo:
“Two heads looking our and beyond the shadows’ the
growth of true understanding, born out of the
transcendence of duality even while immersed in the
world of duality.” For the Sun at 10 Pisces: “An aviator
pursues his journey, flying through ground-obscuring
clouds; man’s ability to develop powers and skills
which, by transcending natural limitations, allow him
to operate in mental-spiritual realms.”
Every religion has its own reference to the statement
“It is greater to give than to receive.” The outer
emphasis has kept us from recognizing the truth of this
statement. It isn’t so much the giving as the sharing
that is important. We can give and energetically keep a
distance between ourselves and those we aid. When
we share we get involved and in that personal
participation we receive the benefits of offering good
to another. The things that we do that “mean nothing”
are often the most important acts we perform.
Because we are totally worthy of the love of God, it is
not to spend our energy attempting to get God’s
attention, but to make the most out of the All that
belongs to us.
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CRYSTAL CORNER
Hello to all of you on this wonderful journey. Here we
are a month into a new year and a new decade. It
seems like yesterday when many thought Y2K would
bring us many disasters and the world would end.
Now, 2012 occupies many with dire prophecies and
warnings of things to come. Nothing is what it seems.
It remains for us to focus on how we wish to create
our own personal world, a world without fear and full
of love and prosperity. It also requires us to integrate
all aspects of ourselves and become whole spiritual
beings. Bon Voyage!

Pink Tourmaline is yet a step higher than the Kunzite.
Again, it is about self love and is associated with the
heart chakra.
The above three stones are known as the heart trilogy.
If one is working on heart issues, (and who isn’t?) you
would start with the Rose Quartz and wear it over the
heart chakra for up to 6 months. You would then
move to the Kunzite and then the Pink Tourmaline,
remembering that these are all heart energy and would
be used in that area. Be vigilant about tuning into what
is going on with the heart as you work with the stones.
That is especially true if you work with Hexagonite.

As February is a month associated with love, let’s talk
about those stones that promote that love. We have
discussed these over time but a reminder is always
welcome, at least to me. I can sit and read about the
stones and hold and play with them and never tire of
it.

Rose Quartz is the primary stone associated with love.
It will enable you to open your heart and let the love
in.

Hexagonite is a lavender-pink fibrous stone and has 30
to 40 times the vibration of Kunzite. One should
consider how open the heart so as not to cause a heart
attack. This would bring love vibrations to a higher
understanding. This is one stone I really relate to. As I
hold it, I find I want to climb into it. But please be
cautious with the energy of this.
Happy Valentine’s Day and revel in the love energy.
Please check out the website for hearts of all sizes and
colors and stones. These make great gifts of love.
Blessings.
Linda Thomas
Eternal Ice Enterprises
www.eternal-ice.com
(800) 757-8478

Kunzite is another of the pink stones that is a step up
in vibration from the Rose Quartz. It instills self love
and breaks emotional blocks that make us susceptible
to dis-ease in the body.

Here is a new column we are offering. Ronda Mclean
is called by those who know her “The Garden Fairy”.
She is a very special gardener and I asked her to share
some of her secrets and stories with our newsletter.
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Message from the Garden Fairy

stuffed with rose petals, too. Cleopatra also had the
sails of her royal barge soaked in rose water. When
the breezes filled the sails, the sent of roses filled the
air.
Today, Roses are one of the top selling flowers in the
floral industry.
The fruit of the Rose, Rose Hips, is very high in
vitamin B-complex and is very rich in vitamins A, E, C
and Rutin making it very soothing for the nerves and
an anti-depressant. It can calm anger and alleviate
hangovers. Add 5-10 drops of Rose oil to a full bath.
This way you absorb through the skin but also inhaling
the aroma.
Happy Valentine’s Day!
The Garden Fairy Ronda McLean
Master Gardener, Herbalist, Reiki Master
whisperingelk@hotmail.com

The Garden Fairy
The Rose
Roses are perhaps the best-known flowers in the
world. They are cultivated from South America to
Africa, from Eastern Europe to the Far East. In many
countries roses are strongly connected to special
events, ceremonies, and symbolic events. In Europe
and America, roses are synonymous with Valentine’s
Day, a floral symbol of love and passion.

Whispering Elk Creations
Ronda McLean
P.O.Box 233
Meeteetse, WY 82433
307-868-2693

Clay tablets excavated in the temples of Ur in Iraq
speak of the delivery of large quantities of rose water
intended for the sultan of Bagdad. The sultan used no
fewer than 30,000 jars of rose water a year, to make
his rooms smell nice for his extensive harem.
Rose water was successfully used to cure all kinds of
ailments,
such
as
trembling,
constipation,
drunkenness, skin and throat infections and insomnia.
There is some truth in this, as we now know that Rosa
rugosa hips contain high levels of vitamin C.
Until the early 19th century dried rose petals were
believed to have mysterious powers. Napoleon gave
his officers bags of rose petals to boil in white wine, to
cure lead poisoning from bullet wounds.
Roses have an enchanting scent. Cleopatra covered the
floors of her palace with a thick layer of rose petals
every day. The mattresses and pillows of her bed were
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TAROT TALK

Synergy requires emotional courage and physical
resilience. Set your Ego aside. In Synergy, everyone
wins. Everyone and everything is a resource for a new
recipe for success. Blend, mix and delight in the
outcome. Be patient and disciplined. Be willing to take
risks. Go way outside the box! Be a revolutionary,
dancing on the cutting edge of creativity.
Balance masculine and feminine energies. Develop
faithful and loyal partnerships. Meditate, contemplate
and nurture your ideas.
When the Six of Worlds falls in your reading be on
the look out for opportunities to work with another
person or group of people on a project or idea that
may have been playing on the edges of your mind for
a while. Allow yourself to hear what others have to say.
Curb the need to have the final word. Control has no
place in synergy. Synergy may be telling you that you
have an opportunity to operate differently and obtain
greater success and more positive outcomes, by
honoring everyone involved each situation.

Our card for February is Synergy, the Six of Worlds.
This is the year of Integration; six is a number of
family and service. February is associated with Love
and synergy is a very loving concept. Synergy means
that the sum total of any group, project or idea is
greater than any one of the parts. As we focus on the
collective consciousness rather than just “my ideas or
beliefs” we open to a vast reservoir of information,
knowledge and wisdom. Synergy allows us to dive into
the wealth of ancient and new ideas all gathered
together and recognize that we are rich beyond
imagining and didn’t even realize it.
Synergy represents the Lovers the Lovers ability to
bring worldly resource together to create an alliance of
power and success. You are called upon to bring
together your own inner resource and abilities and
combine them with the resources of others. You have
the power to build your own world and achieve your
desires if you enter into cooperation with others. We
have been a planet of fighters—attempting to prove our
worth through belittling others. Synergy requires that
we look within and find our own value in order to get
the very best of every interaction that we make with
those in our family, community and world.
The mental conditions for success through synergy
embody the ability to think holistically and creatively.

Synergy brings a sense of warmth and belonging that
being the boss or head of a committee does not allow.
In synergy everyone is an equal in thoughts, actions
and outcomes. Welcome to the Age of Aquarius.
St. Germain’s Message for February—Love through
Surrender
Beloved Masters, we greet you with
all of the Love of this time. You are
more greatly Loved every day.
Love has no limit and you are loved
without measure, however, you have diminished the
value of Love for so long that it must be returned to
you in relatively small amounts, like water to someone
who has been without for a long time. The Love is
pure and fulfilling and humanity would gulp it down,
but it goes deep into cellular memories of fear and
doubt and brings up many strange reactions that the
mind would not associate with Love’s increase. Those
who have learned to fear Love’s power disdain Love
more now than ever. The desire to kill and destroy
that which is different or unfamiliar is, for some like
breathing. They do not even think about the outcome
of their actions and how it affects the waters of the
collective consciousness.
We find more and more hearts and souls are turning
to embrace the Love. Unfortunately, the changes that
bring inclusion do not always make good press so you
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hear very little about how wonderfully the human
psyche is responding to the increases of Love. The
news forecasts still dwell on the conflict, with an
occasional story about the humanitarian acts of Love
that are becoming more prevalent all of the time.
Do not allow the fear that the illusion is stronger than
light to hang about in your psyche. Love is and always
will be the most powerful of energies. We, the
Masters, are drawing closer and interacting with you
more all of the time. As the collective mind changes
we can be with you in deeper and clearer ways than
ever. Feel our Love in the depths of your heart and
soul. Know that when it seems as though things just
are not working, it is to be still and wait, rather than
deciding, one more time, to fight for the right.
Patience is an imperative in these shifts. If you do not
know what to do, DO NOTHING! If you cannot
think of what to say or come up with an answer, be
quiet and listen. When the moment is ready you will
know exactly what to say, which still may be nothing.
The mind wants to coach you to react to what has
been judged wrong. As you are willing to hold your
focus on positive outcomes without deciding what they
should be, things have a chance to move into clearer,
more defined perspective.
This brings us to the essence of SURRENDER.
When you surrender you do not give up, you give
over. You let God have room in your life and you
heart to help you make the changes that now must be
made for the good of all. Surrender is not deciding
what to get rid of. It is allowing that you will be shown
where your life can now go to achieve the dreams that
you have desired for so long. When you attempt to
“figure out” what you must do next you miss the subtle
nuances of the Divine that can open new doors inside
of you. When you try to do the right thing your focus
is on the past rather than on the amazingly vast
perspectives of NOW and future Nows. We are aware
that the changes that are required for your evolution
are so extreme that it takes quite a bit of adjustment to
live in the new essence. The changes sound very
simple and, truly Masters, they are. However, there
are no reference points to this evolution in previous
thought. In order to anchor the new concepts, you are
required to put your attention on this moment. You
have stared into the void of the future and reached for
the unknown outside of you. Now you, literally, must
stretch your consciousness beyond your imagining and
yet stay poised in NOW. You cannot enter into this
Love and acceptance, though any of the old ways that
you used to use to get what you want. You are already
accepted and acceptable. The key is letting yourself
merge with the entire creation—people, planets, ideas

and ideals. There is nothing that is not you—
NOTHING.
The Light is you—neither good nor bad—just you. The
darkness is you—neither right nor wrong—just you.
The Light and the Dark are a balance that God
created. They are intended to be whole, rather than
divided into compartments by the mind.
Remembering that you do not have to judge anything
in order to belong is a concept that is new. The ways
of fear and judgment seem to be like flypaper--you
hold on to want you have known. Yet, you must let
them go. “What will I put in their place?”, you ask.
“Everything”, we answer. You can grasp everything
only as a mental concept. You can only begin to
comprehend everything when you let go of the limited
measures that you have used for so long.
Love is beyond measure. Love is everything. Let it in.
It is who you are, it is what you are, it is how you are.
Love is all encompassing. This understanding will
allow you to move mountains and rise above your
limitations.
The understanding of Love is our gift to you and our
desire for you. You have thought about the changes
long enough. It is time to take the leap of Faith into
the void of All-ness. You are real and the reality that
you seek is right where you are. Just BE!
Until we meet again in what ever manner that may be,
in the deepest of Love, I remain your humble servant,
the Lord St. Germain.

Subject: Not a Palindrome
A palindrome reads the same backwards as forward.
This video reads the exact opposite backwards as
forward. Not only does it read the opposite, the
meaning is the exact opposite. This is only a 1 minute,
44 second video and it is brilliant. Make sure you
read as well as listen…forward and backward.
This is a video that was submitted in a contest by a 20year old. The contest was titled "u @ 50", by AARP.
This video won second place. When they showed it,
everyone in the room was awe-struck and broke into
spontaneous applause. So simple and yet so brilliant.
Take a minute and watch it.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42E2fAWM6rA
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ADS
Enchanted Art by Linda Lube
Our friend Linda Lube is designing tunics, vests and
other wonderful pieces of clothing. I was hoping to
have some pictures for this newsletter. If you call
Linda at 828 777-8540 she can send you some
pictures. Truly, these are the most delightful and
mystical garments. Anyone who loves Lemuria, faeries
or the magik of childhood will enjoy what Linda is
offering.
Art by Isa
All Limited Edition are printed on fine art water color
paper, hand signed with certificate of authenticity. 16 x
20 Limited Edition Prints - $75 10 x 12.5 Limited
Edition Prints - $45 Special: 15% off for purchases of
2 or more LE prints. Find attached my latest paintings,
such as Mustangs in the Snow - Black Hills Mountain

Lions - Sarras and Arapaho - Spanish Mustang Stallion
Kola Wasté - My Cat - Lakota Elder - and many more
Isa
"Painted Portraits & Visions" www.paintingsbyisa.com
Art Blog: http://www.paintingsbyisa.com/artblog
Follow me on Twitter www.twitter.com/Isa_Kirk
Plenty Star Ranch www.plentystarranch.com Ranch
Blog: www.plentystarranch.com/wordpress Follow me
on Twitter www.twitter.com/Isa_Kirk

Shaylinn Kaiser dba
Subtle Impressions offers Craniosacral Therapy
blended with Reiki, Kinergetics and Energetic
Rewiring. She is located at the Rainbow Center
for the Humanities, 177 N. 4th, Lander. For
appointments or information, please call 307 3324471 or
307 349-9837. Gift certificates are available.
Kimberly Rae Hansen
Digital Artistry
Kim does computer generated fractal art. We
have one of Kim’s pictures and it is most amazing.
Do check out her website!
www.kimberlyraehansen.com
Dream Pillows by Linda Emter

intuitlinda@msn.com
Christmas is past, but there are birthdays and
other occasions to give someone special sweet
dreams. Microwave for 35 seconds and place on
sore neck, shoulders, knee, head. Also, place
under bed pillow for Dream Recall.
Aromatherapy Dream Pillows
$18.00@+S&H
Delores DeVore owns Sound-Works, healing
with voice and tuning forks. www.sound-works.biz
Delores is an excellent website designer who has
an extensive background in web design. She is
very conscientious and works quickly. She is
excellent at problem solving web site situations.
www.ddswebdesign.com
or call Delores DeVore 678 634-1249

Annalaiya is an iridologist, flower essence
practitioner and natural healer, who has a
background in chiropractic medicine. She can
assist in physical, emotional and spiritual healing
through the music table, color box, nutritional
counseling and many other offerings. Wholistic
Options is located at 214 Main St. in Lander.
Call 307 332-9882 or 307 438-0927 cell for
appointments and
information,

“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
vog@wbaccess.net or 307-335-8113
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